ONLINE RESOURCES FOR CHINA

Chinese History: http://www-chaos.umd.edu/history/welcome.html
An overview of Chinese History by timeline or navigate with the China history table of contents.

History, Art, and More: http://depts.washington.edu/chinaciv/
Great visuals, maps, links, and timelines of history. Overviews with guided viewing; very student friendly;-)

Chinese Taiping Rebellion: http://www.lcsc.edu/modernchina/u3s1p3.htm

China Sprout: http://www.chinasprout.com/
Celebrating Chinese culture through cultural and educational products - children's books, music, traditional clothing, arts and crafts, cards, video/vcd, CD-Rom, etc.

Chinese Culture Images and Illustrations
http://acc6.its.brooklyn.cuny.edu/~phalsall/images.html#Historical

Medicine: Information on acupuncture, herbs, oriental medicine, and Asian healing techniques for healing the mind, the body, and the spirit. This is a commercial site.
http://www.themedicinebuddha.com/

SOME ON-LINE BIBLIOGRAPHICAL RESOURCES FOR CHINA
FROM RICHARD J. SMITH
Rice University 4/30/03

Preliminary Note: These websites are not in any particular order. They are simply listed as I encountered them. Virtually every category and subcategory below is a hotlink. RJS
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A. Lynn White's Bibliography on Contemporary China
http://www.wws.princeton.edu/~lynn/Chinabib.pdf [downloadable]
93 pages of bibliography in about 50 categories (origins of the revolution, the CCP from 1921-1949, overview texts, and specific material ranging from art and music to ethnic minorities and Sino-foreign relations)

B. Chinese History Research Site at UCSD
http://orpheus.ucsd.edu/chinesehistory/index.html
See esp. the bibliography section ["C" below]

The reviews and essays section provides book reviews and critical essays on fifty classics in the historiography of modern China. The sources section is a guide to English and Chinese materials relating to historical research on modern China. The archives section provides information on Chinese local archives and also serves as a site for researchers to exchange information. The bibliography section contains a list of English-language works on Qing, Republican, and PRC history. It was last updated July, 2001.

The links section contains a list of China-related web sites and provides quick access to the on-line catalogues of East Asian libraries throughout the world.

C. Modern Chinese History: A Basic Bibliography
[http://orpheus.ucsd.edu/chinesehistory/bibtoc.html]
Table of Contents:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The Qing (1644-1911)</th>
<th>Republican China (1912-1949)</th>
<th>People's Republic of China (1949-present)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Manchu rule and ethnicity</td>
<td>Government</td>
<td>Mao and Maoism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State and society</td>
<td>Economy</td>
<td>Economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elites</td>
<td>Scholarship and Culture</td>
<td>Mao and Maoism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Society</td>
<td>Women and family</td>
<td>Economic Reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religion and Popular Culture</td>
<td>Opium Wars</td>
<td>Labor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign Relations, Imperialism, and Trade</td>
<td>Missionaries</td>
<td>State and society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peasant Rebellion and Collective Violence</td>
<td>Facing the West: The State Response</td>
<td>The Guomindang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facing the West: The Intellectual Response</td>
<td>1911 Revolution</td>
<td>The Guomindang</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Warlords | Economy | Ideology and Organization |
| Urban Society | Rural Reform | Labor |
| Education | Science | Science |
| Nationalism and Intellectualism | Nationalism and Protest | Science |
| Literature and Culture | | Women's History |
| State and society | The Guomindang | Women's History |
| The Chinese Communist Party | War of Resistance | |
| Civil War and Communist Revolution | U.S.-China Relations | |

D. References for the History of China
[http://www-chaos.umd.edu/history/references.html]
Mainly modern history.
E. Online Bibliographies for Chinese Studies

http://sun.sino.uni-heidelberg.de/igcs/igbiblio.htm
since Sept. 1998 edited by Hanno Lecher

Categories:
- Bibliographies
- Film
- Reference Works
- Philosophy
- History
- Religion
- Geography
- Area Studies
- Economy
- Medicine
- Society
- Gender & Women's Studies
- Literature
- Dictionaries
- Art
- Miscellaneous Subjects

Other Lists of Bibliographies

F. Chinese Internet Sources

http://www.wsu.edu/~dee/CHIINRES.HTM

Categories:
- General Resources
- Chinese Literature
- Chinese History
- Chinese Science and Mathematics
- Chinese Philosophy
- Chinese Language
- Taoism
- Bibliographies
- Chinese Art
- Newsgroups
- Search the Web

G. Bibliography: Chinese Families, Gender

http://library.kcc.hawaii.edu/asdp/biblio/women's/easian/china/chinesef.htm

H. Feminism in China

http://www.cddc.vt.edu/feminism/chin.html

The categories (all relating to women) are:
- General information
- History
- Literature
- Politics in China

I. University of Oregon East Asian Collection

http://libweb.uoregon.edu/asia/asiaweb/chinabibliography.htm

China bibliography (categories):
- Acupuncture (National Library of Medicine, USA)
- Annotated Bibliography of Chan Texts ("Zenseki kaidai") (Yanagida Seizan) [in Japanese]
- Annotated Bibliography of Reference Works for Chan Studies (Urp App)
- Articles and Books with Chinese Furniture Related Materials Articles on China's Fifth Generation Articles on Chinese Urban Cinema
- Articles on Pre-1949 Chinese Film
- Bibliographic chapters of Chinese Dynastic Histories (Katsuyama Minoru) [in Japanese]
- Bibliographic Database of Literature on Chinese Christianity and Society since the Inception of the People's Republic of China
- Bibliography of China-related CD-ROM (Thomas Hahn)
- Bibliography of Chinese Bibliography (Bunri Usami)
- Bibliography of Major Reference Works on China
- Bibliography of Theory of Chinese Art (Bunri Usami) [Chinese and Japanese only]
- Bibliography of Titles on Photography in China before 1949
- Bibliography of Western-Language Sources on Medicine in East Asia
- Bibliography of Western publications on the history of Chinese science and medicine (Nathan Sivin) [This is hard one to get to since it involves an email rather than visiting a web site]
- Bibliography on Regional Security: East Asia and the Pacific
- Books About Singapore (National Library of Singapore)
- Books on Chinese Furniture
Chinese Buddhism Bibliography
Chinese Calligraphy
Chinese Cinema: Scholarly Works and Articles in English (Sun Shao-yi)
Chinese Cultural Studies: Bibliographical Guide
Chinese Education On-line Bibliography
Chinese/English English/Chinese Dictionaries
Chinese Families, Gender
Chinese History, 1900-1990's: A Bibliography
Chinese Philosophical Bibliographies
Chinese Translation Dictionaries
Classical Bibliography for Chinese History (Benjamin Elman)
Classified Bibliography of Reference Works on Chinese Historical Geography (Thomas Hahn)
A Cornucopia of Reference Works for the History of Chinese Medicine (Nathan Sivin) [This is a hard one
to get to since it involves an email rather than visiting a web site]

Cross-Cultural Gender and Family Reading List
Cultural Revolution in Literature: A Selected Bibliography
Essential Readings on Chinese Philosophy
Guide to China-related Bibliographies
Inscriptions and Oracular Bones
List of East Asian Buddhist Scriptural Texts (Charles Muller)
Modern Chinese History: A Basic Bibliography
Recent Chinese Language Studies on Tibetan Economy, Environment, Wildlife and Society (U.S.
Embassy Beijing Environment, Science and Technology section)
Robert Van Gulik Bibliography
Scholarly Books on Chinese Cinema
Selected Readings [on Buddhism]
A Selective Bibliography on East-Asia Art
Specialized Chinese Dictionaries
Taoism in European Languages
The Taoist Canon: A Guide to Studies and Reference Works (Fabrizio Pregadio)
Teaching Methods Used in the People's Republic of China
UCLA Guide to East Asian Buddhist Studies: Reference Works
Western-language Studies on Chinese Alchemy (Fabrizio Pregadio)
Women and the Female in Buddhism (The International Association of Buddhist Women)
Women in Chinese History
Women in Chinese History (different from previous entry)
WWW Database of Chinese Buddhist texts (Christian Wittern)
Xinjiang Reading Notes: Population, Economy, Environment, Minorities Policy (U.S. Embassy Beijing
Environment, Science and Technology section)
Zen Book News and Bibliographies (Urs App)
China Coursework
Brooklyn College Core 9 Chinese Culture Web Site
Chinese History
Classical Historiography for Chinese History

J. History of China [http://www-chaos.umd.edu/history/toc.html]
A useful outline of Chinese history (with bibliography and many useful hotlinks for each
section and subsection)

Contents:
Historical Setting
Dawn of History
Hundred Schools of Thought
First Imperial Period
Restoration of Empire
Chinese Regain Power
The Ancient Dynasties
Zhou Period
The Imperial Era
Era of Disunity
Mongolian Interlude
Rise of the Manchus
Emergence Of Modern China
Opium War, 1839-42 Era of Disunity
Self-Strengthening Movement
Republican Revolution of 1911
Nationalism and Communism
Consolidation under the Guomindang
Anti-Japanese War
People's Republic Of China
Great Leap Forward, 1958-60
Cultural Revolution Decade, 1966-76
Ninth National Party Congress to the Demise of Lin Biao, 1969-71
End of the Era of Mao Zedong, 1972-76 Post-Mao Period, 1976-78
China and the Four Modernizations, 1979-82
References for History of China

K. Benjamin Elman's "Classical Historiography for Chinese History"
http://www.princeton.edu/~classbib/

Summary Table of Contents
1. Introduction to Classical Chinese Historiography
2. Relevant Electronic Resources for Chinese Studies
3. Dictionaries
4. Selected List Of Bibliographical & Geographical Aids
5. Biographical Aids
6. Some Aids For Translating Chinese Official Titles & Institutions
8. The Four Parts of the Imperial Library
9. Bibliography of Chinese Classics & Literature In Translation With Recent Related Histories
10. Selected English Bibliography For Chinese Civilization: A Brief Topical and Historical Survey to Ming Times
11. Sources For The Ming Dynasty
12. Sources For The Qing Dynasty
13. Civil and Military Examination Bibliographies

L. Supplemental Bibliography for Studying Modern Chinese History
(David Kenley, Marshall University)
http://users.marshall.edu/~kenley/bibliography.htm

1911 Revolution
Ming-Qing Intellectual History
May Fourth Movement / New Culture Movement
Periodization / Typology
Reform Movements
Qing Rule / Sinicization
Cultural Revolution

Communism
Nationalism
Republican Decade
Women's History
Urban History / Civil Society
Twentieth-Century Intellectual History

M. Resources for East Asian Studies
http://www.library.wwu.edu/ref/subjguides/easian/eastasiamf.htm

China [see below]; Japan; Korea, Mongolia, Tibet, and Other
Periodical Indexes; Periodicals; Newspapers; Web sites

CHINA
Almanacs
Bibliographies
Chronologies

Atlases
Biographies/Directories
Dictionaries
Encyclopedias  Research Guides
Handbooks  Histories
Primary Sources  Statistics
Yearbooks

N. Reference Works for Chinese Studies
http://www.staff.hum.ku.dk/littrup/refe.htm
This site has a huge list of subcategories--too numerous to mention

O. Modern Chinese Literature and Culture Resource Center (Ohio State Univ.) http://deall.ohio-state.edu/denton.2/biblio.htm
A few subcategories:
Reference
Dictionaries  Dictionaries of MCL
Periodicals and Publishing  Literary Compendiums
Bibliographies of Primary Materials  Bibliographies of Secondary Studies
Biography  Interviews
Pen Names and Foreign Names  Translations into Chinese
Locating Materials
General On-Line Sources
Chinese Portals  E-Mags/Newspapers
General Reference/Resources  Culture/History
Modern Chinese Literature  General Literary Studies
General Popular Culture
Image Archive
Late Qing (1894-1911)  Republican China (1911-1949)
Maoist China (1949-1979)  Post-Mao China (1979-present)
Taiwan: Literature  Hong Kong: Literature
Scholarly Journals Publishing on Modern Chinese Culture
General  Literature and Culture
Film and Media  Art
Music

P. The Asian Studies WWW Monitor (National Institute for Asia and the Pacific, Australian National University)
Note: Daily contents' summaries and evaluations published in the web edition of the Journal are disseminated also on the network via a mailing list.
Some categories:
Search Asian Studies  Asian Studies Home Page
Global Resources  Regional Resources
Country Resources  Past Issues--Archive
Past Issues-Database